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In 1933, with the coming of the New Deal Social Security program
our attention -was focused on the glaring need for pro-visions for the aged*^
Older memhers of the population have Increased in numbers because the
life span has been increased by science. Today there are over a million
persons who are sixty-five years or more; in 1900, there -were only a
third of a million*^ Population experts predict that in -the United States
persons over sixty-five may reach as many as -twen-ty millions within three
to four decades.
It appears -that the present pattern of our societal s-kructure offers
very little opportunity for the older individual to invest his personal
resources in activities conducive to -well-rounded living. Though
American society subscribes to the right of all individuals to enjoy the
greatest amount of satisfying self-expression, we continue to set older
people aside and exclude them from an active and productive role in the
communi-tyr
It is obvious that the increasing number of older people represents
a national asset of a magni-tude which society can ill afford to continue
to ignore. The human trea-tment of older people requires that society
recognize their personal digni-ty and their social value as individuals.
The generalized popular notion regarding old people is a




stereotype ifhloh is applicable^ if at all, to a tiny segment
of the older population. As Clark Tibbitts has said this
notion holds that older people are physically and mentally
deterioratedj eager to withdraw from responsibility and
frcrni social participation at an arbitrary age; somewhat
cantankerous but, in general contented to simplify their
needs, and to spend their time in puttering and in reflection
on the past; and filled with gratitude toward a family and
a community willing to supply some of the minimum necessities
and plan their activities (or their inactivities) for them.2
It is true; however, that the aged person has a great need for be¬
longing, for social acceptance, recognition and status. One of his
greatest needs is an opportunity for creative expression. He needs a lot
of personal attention and is constantly groping for status. Each indiv¬
idual is unique in his capacities and needs, his interests and emotional
drives. His personality has already taken shape in patterns of aggressive
or submissive behavior, in capacity for love and hate, in intellectual
Interests, and in many unconscious needs which will determine how he makes
use of ajay group ejqperienoe.
Many of these essential needs can be fulfilled through participation
in speoial interest groups. Such groups are helpful in building close
relationships, teaching new skills and developing leadership qualities.
An interest group may be defined as a group which brings people together
on the basis of their interest in a given activity and in which they can
progress at their own rates of speed, —^
If the field of social work can find ways to help the aged person secure
the social acceptance and recognition needed, it not only w[ill be helping
him to cope with the problems which confront him but will be enabling





This study eas undertaken to describe the irays in vdxich the
special interest groups in music at the William Hodsoh Center and at
Union Settlement met the needs and interest of their members. Efforts
were made to show the needs of this particular age groups.. the writer.' j.
gives a description of each Agency and of each special interest group.
Scope and Limitation
This study was confined to two special interest groups - one from
William Hodson Center^ the -other from Union Settlement. It was limited to
►
fifteen persons from each group because of the impossibility of Using the
entire group in the time available. The age group used in this study
ranges from. slxty*five to ninety-four. This study will be limited to the
period tr<m January. 1949 to January. 1951. It should be noted that due
to the brevity and content of the recording utilised in these agenoiea for




Information for this study was obtained through interviews, class¬
room lectures, conferences and published and unpublished material. The
writer observed the activities of the music group at Union Settlement and
* 4
William Hodson for a period of three weeks. The writer interviewed
fifteen persons from the special interest group at William Hodson and at
Union Settlement* The fifteen persons from William Hodson were recommended
4
to writer aa those persons who had indicated their interest in working
with the writer and who the group leader felt would be helpi\il. The
fifteen persons from Union Settlement were persons who volunteered to be
interviewed. These persons were interviewed for the purpose of determin¬
ing to what extent their needs had been met through, aa^oh special interest
group•
CHAPTER II
HISTORY OP TSILLIAM HODSOH CENTER AND UNION SETTLEMENT
William Hodson Center
Background»-~The William Hodson Center was officially opened in
September, 1943, sponsored by the staff of the Welfare Deparlaaent. It's
objeotive was to provide leisure time aotiyities for the older person* A
Board of Directors from the ©ranmunity was formed to sponsor and develop
the project. .
The Board of Directors has worked diligently for the center. It has
raised funds and interpreted to the community the interests and the needs
of the ever-growing number of older people. With the help of the Bronx
House, a neighborhood settlement, William Hodson Center has succeeded in
gaining support from the greater New York lUnd..
The Board idiioh meets once a month is composed of lay and professional
people, some of 'whom represent case work and group work agencies, homes
for the aged, social work oommunil^ organisations, occupational therapy
units and the D^artment of Welfare staff. A group of authorities in the
field of geriatrics, psychology, psychiatryj law research, public as-
sitanoe emd sociology act as consultants to the Board.^
As the membership of the center increased and the program of
activities expanded, the space alloted to the center was enlarged. The
center now consists of a lounge, where games are played and group activities
are heldj a studio, a shop, a library and a classroom, a billiard room and
^Board of Directors of the William Hodson Center, "five Year
Aohievsment" (Fifth Annual Report, 1943 » 1948) p. 3.
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an office. A public address system has been installed which is used for
group aotirities. Actually, facilities still were not sufficient for the
enlarged membership and program. The total budget for 1943 was $6,000{
the total budget for 1948 was |1S,385. This did not include #10,000 in
staff services contributed by the Department of Welfare and the Board „ ,
of Education. Space and utilities are provided without cost to the C • ,
program by the city of New York,
During the past three years the staff at the Center has been
increased from one part-time worker to two fhll-time workers and three
leaders specializing in art, music and crafts. There is also a teacher
assigned by the Board of Education, Students from the Now York and
Atlanta Sohools of Social Work have been sent to the Center for their
field training,^
The youngest member is sixty yeEurs of age and the oldest ninety-four,
Ei^ty-five per cent of the members are foreign born, from twenty
European countries} tdn per cent are native born, white, and five per
cent are Negro, The religious backgrousads of the members varyi sixty-five
per cent are Jewish, fifteen per cent are Catholic} and twenty per cent
are Protestant,
Philosophy and Purpose.—The assurance bf food, clothing and shelter
is not sufficient to solve the essential problems of the aged. What to do
with their time or how to secure the social .contacts iihich every .human
being needs are also matters of vital concern to the aged.
In visiting the Center today, one would observe the self-oonfidence
^Ibid,,p. 4
and assurance of the members. While much of this groiirth in self-con¬
fidence is related to the achievements of the individuals, its most interest¬
ing aspect is that it is a confidence developed in the group as a whole
through participation‘ih| joint activities* The introduction and develop¬
ment of the center’s self government organization have been important in
producing this result. The group is quite confident and eager to take in
i
new-comers•
This agency provides opportunities for self-expression, individual
recognition and a security which comes from expanding interests and friend-
ships. There are members whose chief occupation was their frequent visits
to the olinio. These visits seemed their main resource for obtaining
attention; their* ailments, real or imagined, the major preoccupations of
their days. Today these members frequent the center but rarely attend
the clinics.
The low rate of admissions to homes for the aged is a fact which
clearly illustrates the values of the center to the oldei* person. The
center with a total registration of about five hundred persons and in it’s
fifth year of existence has had only ten persons to seek admission to
home for the aged. Of the tea persons, three later decided they preferred
to live in furnished rooms in the community. Though admission of the aged
to mental hospitals from -the population at large has .shown a sharp* in¬
crease in recent years, there has not been a single admission to a mental
hospital from among the center membership,® * ' ■ ’ '
s
Board of Directors of the William Hodson Center. "Five Year
Achievement" (Fifth Annual Report, 1943-1948}, p. 5.
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Program,—The center has a variety of programs for the total member¬
ship, These programs unite all individuals at the center; those -who have
special interest, those who are leaders, the perpetual card players and
even, the inactive fflembers* Often ^the group activity is entertainment such
•as theatre trips, outings, or boat rides. Sometimes it is educational, such
as lectures. At other tines, the basaars, anniversary celebrations, and
special programs bring eui influx'of the relatives and visitors to the center.
The activities widen the members’ contact with the community. There are
other total membership activities, such as legal and religious holiday
celebrations, which have emphasised the inter-cultural character of the
membership.
The majority of the members come in throughout the morning hours in
increasing numbers up to one o’clock when coffee and cake are served
without charges. Those members who belong to the special interest groups
such as the music group, art group, sewing group, craft group, editorial
board, library committee, English classes and the dramatic group meet at
the scheduled times,
Among the special celebrations and activities in which all members
participate are*
Annual Hodson llemorial Heception
***
« ‘
Annual Bazaar ’ *
Legal and religious holidays, such as St, Patrick's Day wnd
Purim, Easter and Passover, Christmas and Hanukka
Outings and picnics, boat rides, movies, lectures on such subjects
as social security, medical programs, United Nations,^
^Ibid,, p, 7
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Those m^bers nrho enjoy playing cards begin immediately on their
anrival and usually continue playing cards until closing time* Other mem¬
bers may be seen in the lounge chatting* while others are jreading or
knitting. During the day many members go tc the office to discuss , J
special problems or to have letters read to them* On the days when there
are programs for the whole membership the general routine is somewhat in¬
terrupted* On these days there is always an increased attendance.
Union Settlement
Background,—The period ftrom 1896 to 1901 may well be termed the
exploratory period of Union Settlement* During this period mazy studies
ware made in order to determine the specific needs of the neighbors* The
Settlement helped its neighbors most by bringing existing public agencies
into the community and by working with libraries, schools and agencies
already operating. The headworker became a Boeurd of Education Inspector.
He belonged to the Tenement House League whose, work later resulted in
effective Child Legislation.
In 1901 specific studies were made, neighborhood needs were
demonstrated with programming within the building, and tax supported
agencies accepted specific responsibilities when the need was clearly^ .r.
proven. Eiamplet The headworker worked with school problmns very closely*
He demonstrated within the settlement building the need for corrective
gymnasium classes for the defective children in school*
The settlement and schools used each others facilitiest Union Settle¬
ment operated successful neighborhood centers at Public School ^101 and
Public School #107, It cooperated with the school by organizing agencies
10
to plug for new 8ohools« anticipating need on increase of tenement
building in the neighborhood.
In 1912 the first concrete attempt to help nei^bors help themselTes
was made. 3he Harlem Neighborhood Association^ '^ose purpose, was to bring
together the oitisens in the community for social action, resulted from
this attempt.
The staff was aware of the changing needs, such as an Italian group
who replacing the Jewish group as the basic nationality of the neighbor¬
hood didnH respond as readily to the Settlement's helping hand as their
needs warranted. In order to fill in this gap an Italian-speaking staff
member was hired. It was easier for such a member to build up rapport
with the group. A speaking knowledge of anothor's language says to that
person, *I'm interested in you as a person and I*m also interested
enough in you as a group to learn to speak your language."
The program within the Settlement was centered around Arts and
Crafts. This area of program is em extremely wide one and is used to
help indi-riduals secure a rich experience in self-expression.
During the headworkership of Max Nelson, population shifts affected
the program and caused the membership to dwindle. The Jewish people who
’ «
.filled the center from day to day were replaced by Italians,
TOien Helen Harris served as headworker, the basic structure of the
social settlement as an. organized agency was solidified. Miss Harris
seemed to have had a real interest in educational techniques. The pro¬
gressive educational techniques with emphasis on individuals within the
group and all areas of program within the settlement walls were built up.
Specific emphasis on interdepartmental cooperation resulted in worthwhile
11
projects related to the community. This program worked well in the
g
community because it was based on the educational needs of the people.
Philosophy and Purpose.—All departments at Union Settlement are
' concerned in^th development and growth of the individual. In six of the
departments an effort is made to promote social relationships and in four
,an emphasis is placed on improving intercultural relationships. A definite
attempt is made to develop social responsibility and to prmote social
action.
In 1943, Mr, Murray said the purpose of the settlement
was to build up a neighborly friendship, a sharing of life
in order to understand it — this is to be accomplished
throughi physical well-being, social life, cultural contributions,
through sirt, music, etc., political and economic justice and
religious inspiration.^
The area served by Union Settlement is known as East Seirlem. Here
we find over 200,000 peoplet American of Italian stock, American Negroes
and Americans of Puerto Rican birth or parentage. There are a few people
of Jewish, Irish and German background.
On 104th street where Union Settlement is located we see that the
Italians who have long been in possession are giving way to Negro
residents. On third Avenue, we find Puerto Ricans from the western side
of the area mingling with Negroes and Italians from the eastern side.
All age groups are served by the Settlement. In the Children’s
department there are three hundred and fourteen persons, in the Young
• » p
People’s department there are three hundred and twenty-nine'‘and in the
®Jean Maxwell and others, "Report of Consultants to Union
Settlement Self Study* (New York), p. 6,
^Ibid., p, 2,
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Adult department, six hundred smd forty-seTen.
The majority of the people in the section served by Union Settlement
feel "rejected" and "unwanted" by the city of New York. They speak of
*
their section apart from the city. They suffer discrimination when seek¬
ing employment and earn lower wages when finally employed. They look to
the Settlement for understanding and help. Especially needed are services
that help individusds in a setting frau^t with handicaps to grow into
happy, usefbl human beings. Needed also is an atmosphere i;hat helps
neglected cultural and racial groups overcome their mutual antagonisms
and work together for a better life for all.
Program.—The program for older people at Union Settlement was
started in December, 1941. The needs of many neglected old folks in the
community for recreation and social activities served as the inspiration
for the beginning sf the program. This program was first in operation
only once a month, later twice a month and on the 20th of Tbbruary,- 1942,
a three day a week program was started which more fully met the
recreational and social needs of our older neighbors. Still later the
group met on Monday, Wednesday and PViday frtai 11:00 a.m, to 3:00 p.m.
Because of a shortage of funds and lack of physical facilities the
daily attendance was to be limited to forty. The Sunday afternoon program
consisted of music, motion pictures and light refreshments.
There are different activities planned each day for "hhe aftenioon '
program. The oldsters engage in card games, dominoes and other games.
The program seemed to be satisfying to the old people. It provided
a center where they could satisfy their sense of gregariousness. Often
they were overcome by a feeling of loneliness in the small rooms in which
13
they liTeda Their poor economic condition and their age prevented them
from finding the adequate social life which was desirable and neoeaaary
for normal living.^
Similarities and Differences
, , ' *f •• * ■
During 1948 the attendance at William Eodson Denter’ totaled 40«000
with a daily average attendance of one hundred and fifty individuals.
Eighty-five per cent of the members are foreign born, from twenty
European countries. Ten per cent are native born idiite and five per cent
are Kegro. The enrollment based on the Ifaster File in 1946 at Union
Settlement totaled 3,197* The enrollment statistics indioated that there
were three hundred and seventy-eight Negroes, seven hundred and twenty-
O
seven Puerto Rioans and 1,133 whites of other origins.”
A very distinct difference in Idie two agencies lies in the fact that
William Hodson Center was exclusively for the aged iriiereas Union Settle¬
ment served those of every age level. The writer sees as a few of the
positives in a center exclusively for the aged, an escape from the com¬
petition of other, age groups, a greater sense of belonging in that the
members feel that the center is theirs alone and an opportunity to share
past experiences in mutual conversation. In an agency which serves all
age groups there is an opportunity to share facilities with others, con¬
tact with those of all ages and perhaps a challenge to be more active sdien
TAntoinette Schiavoni. "Happy Days" Survey, vol, XXCIII no, 8
(Aug. 1947), p, 26,
%ean Maxwell and others. "Report of Consultsmts to Union Settlement
Self Study" (Hew York), p. 12,
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in 'the presence of younger people* One of the negatives may well bo the in¬
security felt by some older people in the presence of a younger group. On
the other hand, sane older people feel younger when in the presence of a
younger group. The following comment was made by a member of William
Hodson Center diiring an interview, I/Drs. A. was asked if she liked the
center. "It.^s okay, she replied, but it*s too many old people, 1 like to
be with young people myself."
During Union Settlement's early days many studies were made to
determine the specific needs of it's neighbors (including all age groups)
and it's program was begun on the basis of their findings. When the
William Hodson Center began it's program, it's specific purpose was to
provide leisure time activities for the older person. At the Hodson
Center emphasis was placed upon the interpretation of the interests and
the needs of the ever-growing number of older people.
The activities of the aged at Union Settlement were limited to one
large room, the auditorium. The Settlement consists of a kitchen, lounge,
several offices and club rooms. The Hodson Center consists of one very
large room, used as the lounge, five other rooms, namelyt a studio, a
shop, a library and classroom, a billiard room and an office.
The similarities which are present can be seen^in the purposes of
each agency. Both are concerned with meeting the needs of the aged and
the promotion of good social relationships.
In each agericy opportunities are provided for self-eapression anii
individual recognition. Senescence is apparently retarded by the activities
of those recreational and social centers, which replace the activities of
, the working day for the elderly.
CH/IPTER III
CHiLMCTERISIICS OF THE SENESCEHCE PERIOD
^
One of the greatest tasks for those working with the aged is to
keep the old person from telieving that he is useless and incapable, of
contributing further to the world., ~ ^ r , , - . . -
*
. ' *, ,•*.*'*
Adjustment to a life of leisure in old'age, after a busy existence,^ is
often difficult* Often the rosy dreams of restful, peaceful leisure turns
, ' I
_
into dull, useless days. Many unexpected problems arise. For some of the
aged there is complete up-rooting, a change of home perhaps, as they ga to
live with a child; loss of a Job, or poor health for the first time. Some
find that they no longer have a place of importance in their little worlds,
and although their advice and opinions are still sought, they suspect
patronage and condescension*^
The senescence period is characterized by marked physical, intellectual
and emotional changes, varying in degree with the individual. Because of
change and deterioration of some of the bodily tissues, the old person has
a lower resistance. The old person develops many defenses. He may be¬
come conservative, rigid in personality, and critical of the younger
generation; he may seem to be concerned only with himself; he may live in
the past, recalling earlier achievements and enlarging upon them. All such
defenses are mechanisms through which he attempts to achieve a feeling of
, jr
being safe and secure, of being love and accepted,^
^Antoinette Sohiavoni. "Objectives for Older People" Union
Settlanent (1950), p, 3.
Vi T» Landis. "Hobbies and Happiness of Old Age" Recreation
January, 1942), p, 245,
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During this period, the denial of painfhl reality often takes the
form of a deep resentfulness, when help is offered., Women will deny old
age with awkward methods of preserving the illusion of their girlish
beauty. Others will attempt to preserve a despotic authority over children,
exaggerated because in reality this authority ^ lost,®
. There is also more anxiety present during this period. This anxiety
is concealed under harmless compensations. One example would be that of
a mother who feared losing a son in marriage and showered gifts upon him,
so as to keep him so pleased at home that he would want to remain there.
Such a mother would have a lot of anxiety and guilt feelings around this
attitude and the giving of gifts would be mere compensations. Such
actions are indicative of their fear of losing love and in some cases,
financial security. With some older people there is often the benign
delusion that all is well and they laugh off any indication that their
powers are failing. The older person has real feelings of loneliness due
to physical and emotional separations from family. Either they have but-
lived mar^ of their old friends, or others have long since moved away.
They find it very difficult to make new friends. There is an adjustment
difference in both sexes. When the time of usefulness comes to an end in
old age, the woman, if She haS children^ can usually'make a better go. of
it than the man, because she can somettmes preserve some shred of her
erstwhile sphere of influence in the home of her children, in. a constructive
way. Often, the man feels out of place in the'forced retirement in the
home of any of his children,
X
Graenum Berger, "Human Problems of Old Age" Recreation
(October, 1945), p. 235,
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The aged have aa extreme feeling of usel'eesnese heoause of their
■waning abilities, and the impossibility of finding employment or other
. -worthwhile occupations tc occupy their time, and the lack of opportunity
for achieving those goals which mi^t have meaning for them and which
might give them a sense of dignity. The fear of death and suffering is one
of the psychological attitudes which is more peculiar to the aged than to
any other age level. Sometimes it is the very fear itself which causes
the loss of mental and physical functioning, resulting in death. Many of
-fchem feel a sense of shame or social stigma because they consider them¬
selves useless, are completely dependent and do not have the abili-by to
take care of themselves as they did in the past. £ven the acceptance of
Old Age Assistance is associated by many of them, with personal failure.
Most old people have fixed ideas and habits; they follow fixed
patterns, they resist change and become irritable -when forced into un¬
familiar- patterns. This can be understood, when ■we realise that changes
are confusing and threatening to them. They often become very suspicious
and begin hoarding things for security. The last and most important of
the emotional characteristics of this age level is their reaction to
their dependency. It is a threat to their sense. of power and authority
over their children.
Although the aged person still has the ability to perform and to
acquire new knowledge and skill, in spirit or speed of movement he
exhibits a general slowing up, ^
^ Gladys Inland and Gertrude Wilson. Social Gk'oup Work Practice
(Cambridge.Massachusetts, 1949), p. 114. ^
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Wa are all familiar with, pathetic elderly folk idio shua contacts with
others and withdraw increasingly into themselves. Some of these^ of
ooxirse, have always been, inclined to be reclusive and advancing age has
merely intensified the traits; many however, have lost their natural
social contacts throng death of friends and relatives. Often, the
stereotype that is attached to the aged is responsible for an isolation
that is like running away from social disapproval.
This period of life can be one of continued fulfillment,
. but society places emphasis upon productivity, and so for the
most part the aged person feels that he is a burden. He
develops many defenses. He may become conservative, rigid
in personality, and critical of the younger generation; he
may live in the past, recalling earlier achievements and en¬
larging upon them. . As in eeurlier life, all such defenses are
mechanisms through which he attempts to achieve a feeling of
being safe and secure, of being loved and accepted,®
Change of Interest With Age
Interest has been defined as a tendency to concentrate attention
on an object, an idea, an activity or a situation. The interests of
persons are apt to be wide or narrow according to their age and social
backgrounds. This is true because of the growth and developmental needs
of individuals at various age levels. The worker can assume that a
group composed of members having the ordinaiy development for a certain
age will have certain interests. He assumes that they have reached a
particular stage of physical skill, co-ordination, and mental ability and
have attained the appropriate degree of emotional maturity. The worker
^Ibid., p, 114 .
®Ibld., p. 162 .
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would assume that the pre-sohool child was interested in activities which
would give them a chance to experiment in rhythmic activities, in stories* -
and in dramatic and constructive play* He would assume that the
adolescents were interested in the opposite sex and in social dancing*
, ' i ■ . ' ;
The worker would also realise that interests are expressed verbally or
overtly.
Heeds can be explained as something we desire in the way of a
personality characteristic, human experience or relationship with our
fellows. All of us have common needs vAiioh must be satisfied in a measure
if we are to be happy,^
With few exceptions, interest in occupations decrease with age. The
aged are not particularly interested in their own occupation, nor are they
usually interested in learning a new occupation.
Various amusements are liked by a large percentage of perspns at all
ages. However, there is a tendency for amusements, that may be characteris¬
ed as cultural, to decline with age.
Older men usually prefer, more than younger men do, those amusements
pursued largely alone in contrast to those amusements involving others.
4- '
» ' 1
Older- men are less interested in the people associated with them in
business and in amusement than are younger men.
generally, the things wp like at twenty-five years of age, we like
more and more as we grow older and the things we like least at twenty-
y
Harleigh Trecker, Social Group Work Principles and Practices.
(New York, 1949), p. 112, ““
8
Charlotte Towle, "Common Human Heeds" (Fed, Security Agency,
Social Security Board, Public Assistance, 1945), pp, 37* 45,
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five are liked less and less*
Thorndike points out that lapse of time is one factor which operates
against the older man, At fifty-five, Thorndike says the net results of
changes in general energy,, Interest in ,one’s work, and ability to improve
, *•
is a regression in achievement* 9
»
• Older men show a dislike of oontihually changing activities. They
prefer working in one place rather than changing from place to place. In
old age, habits are well established and can be broken only with genuine
effort* There is less energy available for this in the aged as contrasted
with youth idio find it relatively easy because the existing habits are not
too strongly established and there is surplus energy for the purpose,
Older people like advising, instructing and influencing people more
than do younger people. They are surer of their own judgment. Many
older persons show more understanding for unfortunates than do younger
people. On the other hand, they show less liking for people having un-
11
desirable traits.
In view of the characteristics of the aged, the change of interest
that occurs can easily be understood.
It is well that preparation for enjoyment of old age begin at an
early age. In youth, one can be helped to develop hobbies and skills that
can be used in later years. There are many amusements that a person can
become interested in to the point of enjoyment. The more interests one has




the greater his chances of a happier life.
The Value of Recreation for the Aged
Recreation as one of democracy's ways dignifies human worth
and glorifies the individual. It is then the individual seeks
opportunities for adventure and experience, for self-discovery
€md self-expression. It is then he creates opportunities for
doing and opportunities for appreciation. Recreation's incen¬
tive is gratification in the doing, its compehsation, is a
satisfaction of human longings. Rich dividends'in a variety
of personal development accrue. 12
Everyone needs a place to go, a place to play and joke with other
people, an opportunity to be a part of a group which gives a sense of be¬
longing and provides opportunity for pursuing special interest and an
opportunity for aid in personal problems under highly skilled leadership.
The old persons' preoccupation with self lessens when he has an
opportunity to know other people with whom he can talk and participate in
activities. His former skills in activities come to the front and he is
able to learn new skills provided he is not hurried or rushed. He can
function on committees, participate in decision-making and. carry out
certain responsibilities. In some groups, men' and ■women tend to drift
into separate groups althou^ they are interested in participating in
some activities together.
In order to keep -the aged away from old age homes, away from clinics
and hospitals 'and particularly-out of mental, institutions, there is a
desperate need for a more extensive recreation program.
The Committee on Recreation for the Aged, a liaison committee of the
12G* Ott Rommey. Off the Job living. (Sew York, 1945), p, 62.
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New York City Welfare Council’s Conference Groups on Group Work and
Recreation and Welfare of the Aged,, has been specifically charged with
t
formulating basic objectives for planned recreation activities for the
aged.
A few principles governing planner Teoreation programs , for-the aged
are*
1# All methods and techniques in recreation should be
used. Group Work as a method in-recreation is of
particular value and should be emphasized,
2* Activities should be planned at a time that is most
suitable for the older persons to be served. They
should be scheduled with as much continuity and
frequency as possible*
3* Activities should be meaningful to the individual and
so planned as to stimulate interests in the older
person which will carry over the period that he is
not attending the program.
4, The program should offer opportunities through which
the older person is able to make a contribution
from his past experience and his innate abilities,
and thereby continue the feeling of usefulness,
3, The older person should be helped to gain readiness
and acceptance of other people of different racial
and nationality backgrounas and to gain understand¬
ing and respect for the strengths and differences
inherent in a democratic society,
. It is well that clubs and special interest groups provide opportunities
for recreation for their older people as it helps them adjust emotionally
and socially, and thereby perform valuable function^-.in their own lives
and in the life of the community. Mere activity is not enough. It must, in
Preliminary Report on Certain Objectives of Planned Leisure Time
Program for Older Persons by Joint Committee on Recreation for the Aged.
(April, 1930), pp, 1-2. “
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part* at least be purposefult The older person must* in looking at
himself be made to feel that he is doing something that is useful*
The goals and €dms of a special interest gsroup for.the. aged are quite
t i
similar to the goals and aims of any age ^oup. Howerer, there are goals ”
that relate to the aged more than any other age group. A few of these
are}
1. To giwe the older person status through participation
in the program.
2. To give him a feeling of usefulness through specific
responsibility.
3. To renew his old skills and develop new ones.
4* To give him full expression to creative ability*
5. To make him feel part of a oommunity« to educate him
to recognise the needs of the community and to en**
courage him to relate himself to the community
through community organization.
6* To help the older person meet and become acquainted
with other older persons with similar problems.
CHAPTES IV
DESCEIPTIOU OP SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Union Settlement’s Ifusie Group,~-The fifteen persons chosen
represent A variety of races» religions and nationalities. Iheir
homogeneity lay in their interest and social status.^
membership in any kind of bemd requires the height pf cooperation
1 ■ ? ' ■ ■ ,1 - "
with others if the tesults are to be harmonious. The ^oup gets satis¬
factions idien all the instruments oo-ordinate in one composition. It is
a very satisfying experience for the players - one through which the mem¬
bers learn the skill of group membership* the importance of doing their
share* as well as the joy of producing music.
Under the direction of a group leader* the members of the rhythm
band at Union Settlement meet in a large auditorium* on Wednesday after¬
noons# Their time is divided between rhythm band and group singing. We
find very few persons participating in group singing compared to those in
the rhythm band. There are perhaps many factors contributing to this.
One may well be the order in which the music period is arranged. When the
oldsters meet for their music period they participate in the rhythm band
first. Aifterwards* the group leader turns her attention to group singing.
The arrangement of the rhythm band first and group singing last may have
direct effect upon the members participation. They may obtain all the
satisfactions needed from' the rhythm band and therefore have no desire or
i *"i
‘need for group singing. The feeling of inferiority may also be present "
* '
^Margaret Uorgan. *What Hakes Old People Happy* Hidmonthly Sur-
▼ey. (December* 1935)* p# 360, ——————
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'because of the quality of their toices in comparisons with other voices.
They may feel as if the group singing is not as important as the rhythm
band. The latter statement was made by one, interviewee who stated that
to her group singing was merely an activity to pass away time with those
members who only sat around.
IShen the members first arrive they sit around and talk, knit or ploy
cards. During this jperiod, the members get to know each other. One can
find a person attentively listening to the complaints of another; others
may be engaged in what they would term as "deep talk" which may be con¬
versation around Old Age Assistance or some worldly problem. At this
point, the group could easily be divided into three sub-groupings. The
quiet, shy, retiring type, who can be seen sitting silently near the wall.
The very active group. These persons are seen moving from one group to
another. They may be the center of attraction at one group and in a few
seconds a very attentive listener in another group. The third sub-group
prefers helping with the arrangement of chairs, or other similar tasks.
This group gives a close observer the impression of preferring tasks that
will not involve conversing with the other members. The following inter¬
views serve as typical examples of these groups.
Mrs; L;. lives alone. She has been coming to the Settlement
for three years.' She nomes because she has so much time on her
hands and because she is a lover of music. Mrs. L. is extremely
nervous and is quite sensitive about her nervousness. She ex-
^ plained that She was not quite so nervous once the band rehearsal
■began but that she was- nervous when' talking to people.
Miss Z stated that she did not receive any satisfaction from
the group because the manbers were too old. She described them
as being slow and awkward. She did not feel as if people should
allow themselves to get that way. Miss Z further eaplained that
she merely came to the Agency because the leader and the group
looked for her each day to arrange the chairs for the meals.
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She said that she Goulda*t afford to let them doim.
It iras obvious that Miss Z was not aware of her need that was being
met by the group. This group gave her the attention and acceptance that
she needed. . v
Mrs. 0 told writer that she didn’t come to the group often.
TIThen asked why. Mrs. 0 stated that there were days in Triiioh she
did not feel like listening to others talk nor did she feel like
talking to them. She said on the days that she did go to the
center* she helped the group leader by arranging the chairs and
doing other little things. She said by so doing she had little
free time left to listen to chatter before the band rehearsal
began. The writer asked why she resented talking to the others.
Mrs. 0 said that the persons who talked to- her only talked of their
troubles suid that she had enou^ of her own.
After lunch is served at the center those persons in the rhythm
band move to a far corner of the room where chairs have been arranged
for that purpose. They are seated according to the instruments they play.
In the rhythm band« members fall into two sub-groups on the basis of
musical skill. One of the worker's responsibilities is to help them work
out a program of interest to all. The oldsters are permitted to select
their own Instnonents. from the fifteen persons tlmt the writer inter¬
viewed. eight had played instruments before and selected the same in¬
struments or instruments that they felt were similar. The members also
have the privilege of selecting their owri musio. Often their choice
springs from selections they have heard over the radio or folk-songs of
their native lands.
TTom interviews with the group leader, the writer found that emphasis
was placed upont




Z, Providing an opportunity to release energy4,Providing an opportunily to feel useful or important
From the fifteen persons that the writer interviewed from the
special interest group at Union Settlement, the following reasons for
attending such a group were given*
1* "Merely for enjoyment"
2m To get away from the spirit of the age. ('When questioned
by writer as to what he meant, he implied that outside
of the Settlement he was ejcpected to act old because of
his age, but once inside he could act the way he wanted
to)
■I ■ II '
3* Just somewhere to pass away the time
4. "I just get tired of preparing my meals all the time, it's
good to have lunch at the Settlement."
5. "Well, if it wasn't for the leader, 1 doubt whether I'd go,
she really knows how to treat people,"
6. "Guess I go for the music really, don't know of anything
else that relieves my mind so."
7. "1 go because the music group is the only place ^ don't
feel lonesome,"
8, "I got into the music group because it gives me an outlet
for expression ii^ereiu some other interest groups like
olay modeling would frustrate me,"
9, "Takes worries away for the little time you're here,"
The examples given are quite representative the group that,the
^ ^ “ -- I '
writer interviewed at this agency, ^
William Hodson Center's Music Group,—The music group at William
Hodson Center consisted of twenty-four mmnbers who have been meeting each
week since September, 1946. The other days they are at the center, they
spend in one of the following groups - the art groupi sewing group, craft
group or participating in various games.
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The mueio period was held in a medium size room on the second floor
of the building. The room is used only for the purpose of the music
period. Those persons who wish to knit, play cards .or participate in
- i
other aotiTitles can go-Ijo other rooms la the center.
The same staff person serves as leader for both music groups.
Musical selections are chosen in’the same way as the Union Settlement
group. Members suggest selections they have heard on the radio or that
they have heard other bands play. The xylophone, cymbals, drums, mandolin,
guitar, tambourines, triangle and piano are the instruments used in the
band. The members are seated according to the instruments they play.
There appears to be much more unity in this group than in the group
at Union Settlement. There are many factors which may contribute to this.
The fact that this.center is exclusively for the aged; the opportunity for
more direct contact with staff persons, the size of the. room,. (writer
feels that smaller rooms promote more unity), the location of the room at
William Hodson; the room is located near the office of the director and
the members of the music group appear to take great pride in being near
enough to the director's office to drop in and say helln or speak to her
in passing. The realization that all of the activities at the center are
planned for them, and do not have to be shared with those of other age ..
groups also gives the older person a certain amount of security*
The security of not being threatened by those of other age groups
was Illustrated in an interview with Mr, B.
Mr. B had piano lessons as a child. He came to the agency
because he lived near it and because he found that there were
days when he would think too much. He felt when he first came
to the center that he would go into Arts and Crafts. One day
he sat in on the music group and felt so relaxed that he decided
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to oontinue oomiug. Mr. B said that he also attended the
musle group at Union Settlement hut that he came in contact
with too many persons. The writer questioned what he. meant by
"too many people" and found that he referred to those of other
age groups coming in and out of the Settlement house.
In the case of Mrs. D who had no musical background, had never played:
a musical instrument before and who was extremely fond of musio. we find a
▼ery different picture,
Mrs. S. joined the group las August. She lives alone and
sought this group because she was lonely. She expressed her
opinion of music by saying that it was a tonic to her. Mrs. D
felt as if she received the satisfaction from the music that
she needed but expressed an unmet need in the following state¬
ment, "It»s very nice here but all the people are so old, hardly
any middle-age people around," It appears that Ifrs, D. did not
consider herself old and that she felt a need to belong to a
group which would give her contact with other age groups.
The need Mrs. D expressed may well be a need which is characteristic
of the aged, a need to be identified with a younger age group.
CHAPTER V
THE VALUE OF MUSIC 50H THE AGED
Significance of Music to GSroup as a TShole
Man early discovered that music was one of the means for increasing
the unity oif a group, The old familiar work pongs readily point this out.
Sailors who have the task of pulling a rope together are often encouraged
td sing in order that they pight exert the maximum force at the same
moment. The simplest kind of unity is simultaneous movonent and this is
obtained 'when music acts as a regulating element.
Of course, one could easily move from the work song to the marching
song as another example of the unity which music brings to a group. In
group song what is expressed is the feeling of the group as well as the
feeling of the individual.
Probably the last survivor of the work song is the
marching song. Perhaps no army of the present day has so
rich a literature of marching songs as the Soviet Anny,
and certainly no goverment has been so successful in
promoting a singing spirit among army personnel. The
effect of music in helping men forget to some extent the
fatigue of long marches has long been realized whether
the song was the inspiration of-some singer in the ranks
or was played by a regimental band.^
If one responds to group singing, or rhythm band participation, they '
are in all probability emotionally stirred by the web of sound or stirred
to the point of reminiscing. .
Mr. I. takes his seat in the rhythm band and plays the
cymbals along with the others. He obsez*ve8 the group leader
very closely and plays the cymbals when he is given the
signal to do so. Group leader stated that he had a *keen
ear* for music and appeared to get a tremendous amount of
satisfaction out of the rhythm band. When the writer inter-
Icharles W, Hughes, The Human Side of Music (New York, 1948)* p, 64,
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▼ievred Mr, 1 he «aid to her, *I like the rhythm hand fine, always
have enjoyed music • takes me hack to my native home during my
childhood days, most of the time I find myself in deep thought.
The writer inquired as to how he could play the cymbals so well
while reminiscing. He smiled and said that he guessed he was
just moved by the sound of the music when he played but the
hearing of it carried him deep into thought.
The common interest of the monbers of a group, can be expressed in
songs Tihether- they are centered around love and romance, ambivalence of
feelings j wishesj funj sorrows or difficulties of living and working.
The same song may affect each singer differently. To one person it may
be calming, to another it may be annoying and to another stimulating.
A rhythm band offers a legitimate way to make noise, and great
physical and emotional energy is e^^ended throu^ pounding dirums,
triangles, cymbals, or the keys of a wooden xylophone. Control and
direction of this energy is as important as its expression, and this
comes gradually after experimentation discloses the variety of sounds
that can bo produced and the members begin to work out the fotm and
dynamics of their composition.
Bh^hm has to be an essential part of the program for the develop¬
ment and the undetrstanding of music. A listener responds almost
automatically to the rhythm of the music he is hearing. One of our most
human characteristics is that we are creatures'of rhythm. ‘ The recurrence
of the things we do, like eating, sleeping and going to work obeys a
* ^ '
§
rhythm adiich has vast importance to the comfort of our- lives < Wo walk^
with a rhythm which grows out of the fact that one leg invariably steps
harder or farther than the other. We learn muscular co-ordinations,
that are required for manipulating a typewriter, more quickly if we make
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them rhythmically*2
Dlhile obseinrizig the group at tJuiou Settlemeat and William Hodson
Center, the writer was also observant of the group leader who would
sometimes fail to get the attention of the group immediately. ^Qwever,
when the group leader sat down to the piano and struck a few familiar
chords of music* everyone* s attention was obtained. There would be move-
ments of the hands* feet or some part of the body. Those persons coming
in would change the pace of their walk to the rhythm of the music,
lAisic is an inoredibly flexible art responding in title
most varied fashion to the needs of the individual and to
the needs of the group of which the individual is a member.2
The use of musio in a group may help to bring to consciousness some
of the repressed feelings of individuals* it may relieve boredom and bring
about an increased interest in life.
Significance of MiSic to Individuals
There is nothing in the world that a musical phrase cannot mean when
supplemented by associative bonds contributed by the listener or suggested
by the composer or critic. Bisio expresses the inner nature of people.
One person will argue that a sorrowful piece of music is the requion for
a pet dog, another will insist that it portrays the pangs of unrequited
love* while a third will be positive that it is a lament over the iniqui¬
ties of Jerusalem,^
2
Olga Samaroff Stokowski. The Layman*s Music Book, (Ifew fork*
1935), p. 17.
Schsurles W, Hughes* op, eit.*, p. 60,
^Theodore M. Finney. Hearing Music. (Hew York, 1948), p, 172,
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"For soin9 individuals, musio relieves boredom, it acts as a means of
releasing feelings and provides them with opportunities to relax mentally*
Music is certainly able, said Schopenhauer, with the means
, at its disposal to express every movement of the nirill. Now the -
nature of man consists in tliis, that his will strives, is
satisfied and strives anew,, and so 'on forever. It is this human
striving, in all its variety of manifestations, that music is
able so poignantly to suggest.®
Music accompanies one's activities and thoughts in many different
environments. We hear only what fits our ovm mood at the time,®
The following statements concerning the meaning of music were made by
the interviewees!
Mrs, Q, has never played an instrument before coming to the
center. She came through a suggestion of a friend, Mrs, Q, said
that music mads her feel active. She stated that there were times
when she often felt as if she could not move another step with¬
out any physical ailment,
Mrs', W, had violin lessons as a child; she stated that music
to her was ;5ust like a 'little drink* on a blue Monday, (She
wasn't pleased with this example and found another) She stated,
music is also like sunshin on a cloudy day,
Mrs, E. stated that she could find music to suit her every
mood. She explained that if she were very blue and wanted to get
out of such a mood, she could listen to a certain kind of music
that would perk her up; on the other hand, if she were blue and
wanted to remain blue, she could find music to do just that,
Mr, R, in talking of music said that he didn't understeuad it.
He said that it was for that reason that he merely observed the
first day. He explained that sitting there listening,to the.band, ■
his shyness dissappeared and he was ready to try any of the in- ’
struments when the band finished the first seiection, MusiV
exerts its charm in spite of our failure to understand it.
The loneliness of human beings, craving to be understood,, provides
^Carroll C. Pratt, The Meaning of Music. (New York, 1931), p. 60.
^Theodore M. Finney, op. cit., p, 172,.
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a powerful motive for self-expressioii. By expressing end oommunioating
his ideas, loneliness diminishes. In the majority of the interviews with
persons from both agencies,^ it was stated that they listened to music at
home because they were lonely/ All except two ’persons had radios in
their homes end mentioned that they used them continuously.
i ’’ I
r 4
Uusic as a Special Tool Utilized by leader
Most group leaders would quickly describe music as an ideal medium
for facilitating quick contacts among people. The worker will find that
analyses of the songs themselves and of the mmnbers* reactions to them are
tools in increasing his understanding of the interests and needs of those
with iriiom he is working.
Because the social group worker is concerned with help¬
ing people to have better relations with each other, ha takes
all these considerations into account when he is choosing
songs. He avoids songs which depreciate or poke fun at people
because of their differences, and if such songs turn up in the
repertoire of the group, he can help the member see the social
effect of singing and stimulate consideration of the feelings
, of those whose behavior and customs are different. At all
times when the worker is choosing songs, his choice is related *
to his understainding of the individuals, their backgrounds and
their attitudes toward these backgrounds, and the values held
by the group and the comraunily.^
The performer learns a piece of music when studying alone. .He is
, quite aware ,thSLt th® prdcess of practice is one thing and performance for
pleasure is another. In like manner, if the group member undertakes to
learn and analyze musical works, he should regard it as the practice
necessary to active learning and listening. He should not consider it
necessary to understand music as the musician, but to get from it all
^Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland^ op.dit., p. 272,
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the satisfactions that he'» with his own capacities can obtain. A love
of anusic#, however, can scarcely be expected to thrive on a diet of ugly
sounds produced by a group leader who possesses neither talent nor skill.
A well-trftiued group leader, oan, through forms of iastrtamentalisation, in¬
dividual and group singing, encourages a sense of belonging so important
to this age. He can foster an appreciation of all types of music and has .
many opportunities to encourage cooperation and active participation for
individual members.
Singing in groups, participating in rhythm baxids, listen¬
ing to records, making tunes and lyrios, playing instruments,
all find places in the programs of groups, and the worker with
skill in music can easily recognize signs of latent interest
and help the members to make music part of their program.8
TOien man discovers that he cannot get what he wants by himself, he
allies himself with others to attain his purposes. So- it is with the man
who seeks music as a special interest. One may say that such a person
could easily sing alone or merely listen to music at home but within a
group individual imperfections are lost. It is not so muoh how one's
voice sounds alone but how the group singing sounds to each member. Each
member receives satisfactions which cannot be secured alone. Music, pro¬
vides opportunities for people to say what they oanhot" express in ordinary
language»
Music is a tool Tidiich can be utilized by a gfoup leader to achieve
some of the goals that the leader and the group desire to achieve. The
group leaders* role is quite different from that of an orchestra leader.
An orchestra leader is more concerned lirith what the members of the
^Ibid., p* 272.
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orchestra are giving to the audience and the effect it has upon the
audience* A group leader of a music group concentrates on the enjoyment
each member of the group receives and to what extent his needs are met.
The leader helps the members to feel as if they are growing to understand
■ music better each day* With all groups, the leader begins with the
interests of the members to discuss clues mdiich will suggest other program
content*
Those persons in a music group who can play instruments when they join
the group can add to the program of the group. However, their skill some¬
times serves, to isolate than from actual participation and to isolate others
iriio can not play instruments. The worker must be extremely careful and
guard against the exploitation of such members and yet provide, them with
an opportunity to serve in a manner satisfactory to them.
Let us take the case of Mrs* X who had played the organ for
years at her church. When the writer interviewed Mrs. X she had
to assure her that the information given would not be disouesed
with the agency staff, Mrs. X* began telling the writer that
she didn^t believe in looking old and acting old. She said that
no one believed she was as old as she really was and that she
didn’t bother to tell them. She further explainea that she
liked the music group alright but that she just couldn’t see
for the life of her why she wras not allowed to play the
piano, as she had played all of her life. She felt as if the
persons in charge were merely jealous of her playing and didn’t
want her to show them up. She said if it wasn’t for that little ■
conflict, she would get more out of the group.
CHA.PTER n
SDMEARY AUD CONCLUSION
Adjustment to old age is often difficult. Many unexpected, problems
arise. Some of these problems are centered around too much leisure time,
loss of a Job, change of home and often poor health for the first time.
Many emotional changes talce place. The old person may seem to be only con¬
cerned with himself, he may shun reality and live in the past, he may be¬
come insecure and he may develop many defenses. During old age there is
also fear of losing love, financial security and children in marriage*
This study dealt with special interest groups from two agencies. Be¬
tween the two groups, there were indications of one having more adequately
met the needs of it’s members. Differences in structure, space, and
facilities were discussed as being the contributing factors. There
appeared to have been more unity in one group than was present in the
other. The writer indicated the factors which she believed contributed to
this,' Another distinct difference in the two agencies was inaicated.
William Hodson Center is exclusively for the aged wherein Union Settlement
serves those of every age level. The similarities of the two agencies can
clearly be seen in the purposes of each agency.
Attention was given to the behavior patterns, attitudes and change of
interest with age. An interest has .been defined, as a tendency to con- ‘
^
•
. 1 ■ . •
a “ ' ^ ^ ^ '
centrate attention oh ah object, an idea, activity or a situation. Needs
can be explained as something we desire in the way of a personality
characteristic, human experience or relationship with our fellows. Most
old people have fixed ideas and habits, they follow fixed patterns, they
resist change and become irritable when, forced into unfamiliar patterns.
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We find that the aged are often misunderstood by society and as a result
their problems are heightened.
In discussing the special interest group for the aged, attention was
given to the characteristios of the senescence period and the recreation
needs of the aged. The senescence period is characterised by maried
physical, intellectual and emotional changes, varying in degree with the
individual. This period, however, can become one of continued fulfill¬
ment.
ihiphasis was placed upon the values of music as a special interest.
Hihen man discovers that he cannot get what he wants by himself, he allies
himself with others to attain his purpose. So it is with the man who seeks-
music as a special interest, k group leader of a music group concentrates
on the enjoyment each member of the group receives and to what extent his
needs are met.
The foregoing chapters have described the ways by which a special
interest group has met the needs of the aged and their attitude toward
the group and the activities. It might well be concluded that:
1. The needs and interests of the members at both agencies -
William, Hodson Center and Union Settlement, were adequately
met within the limitations of their facilities,
2. It is possible for both centers,- dnd which is exclusively
for the aged and a. center which serves .all age groups to'
adequately meet the needs of it's members if both centers
have sound philosophies. ^
*
3. The aged have many needs that can be satisfactorily met
through a special interest group,
4. Stereotype ideas about the aged by other persons as well as
the aged themselves accentuate many of the problems which
the older person faces,
6* Music as a tool was utilized by the group at William Hodson
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Center and by the group at Union Settlement to achieve those
satisfactions necessary for a well-rounded life.
APPENDIX
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LETTER SEKT TO INTERVIEWEES
Union Settlement
237 East 104th, Street
New lork 29# New York
Dear
I am a student from Atlanta University School of Social Work
making a compartive study of the music group at William Eodson
Center and Union Settlement. I visited your music group some time
ago and indicated that I would be writing some of you.
I would like to arrange a time and a place that would be con¬
venient for you and 1 to talk.
Please let me hear from you at your earliest convenience as
my time is limited.










TlUhy did you choose the music group?
Had you ever played an instrument before?
THhat Is your early musical background?
■What does the special interest group mean to you?
Has the music group broadened your interest?
iChat kind of music do you prefer? Tlhy?
Do you participate in outside groups?- . _
Are you very familiar with the other members?
TKhy did you prefer music over dramatics, crafts or another special interest
group? . . , .' ^
Does such a group help you outside of the center?
Do you enjoy meeting with the group?
Do you enjoy being with the other members?
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